
4. Finally, the domestic riskless asset with level 1� a
1� +

b
1� �

c
1� :

7 Conclusion

In this study, we examine the e¤ects of uncertainty due to exchange rate predictability on

optimal dynamic portfolio choice in a continuous time framework. Uncertainty about the

predictive relation a¤ects the optimal portfolio choice through dynamic learning process,

and leads to a state-dependent relation between the optimal portfolio choice and the invest-

ment horizons. First we investigate the hedge demands in international portfolio selection

for CRRA investors where the exchange rates are predicted by the movements of the interest

rates through regression. Then our approach is through the use of the martingale method-

ology to constructed the optimal solution under complete market assumption. Finally, the

results show that the optimal weights are required to be adjusted to re�ect the prediction

e¤ects due to the exchanged rate risks.

In this paper, the optimal portfolio is composed into four major components: the interna-

tional myopic portfolio, the domestic interest rate hedge portfolio, the cross country interest

rate di¤erential hedge portfolio and the domestic riskless asset. Our results are similar to

the four-fund separation proposition addressed in Rudolf and Ziemba (2004). Adding to the

previous literatures, the market structure and the certain utility employed to describe the

investor�s attitude toward risk allow us to �nd the general pattern of the optimal strategy

for investors through dynamic fund separation methodology.

Appendix: Glossary of the notations in this paper
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The following are notations used in this paper to formulate the market structure and the

�ltering mechanism.

Md : domestic money market account;

Mf : foreign money market account;

Bd : domestic discount bond;

Bf : foreign discount bond;

Sd : domestic stock index;

Sf : foreign stock index;

rd : domestic risk free rate;

ad : mean-reversion speed of domestic risk free rate;

bd : mean of domestic risk free rate;

�rd : variance of domestic risk free rate;

�Bd : variance of domestic discount bond;

�rd : risk premium of domestic discount bond;

�sd : risk premium of domestic stock index;

�sd : variance of domestic stock index;
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rf : foreign risk free rate;

af : mean-reversion speed of foreign risk free rate;

bf : mean of foreign risk free rate;

�rf : variance of foreign risk free rate;

�Bf : variance of foreign discount bond;

�rf : risk premium of foreign discount bond;

�sf : risk premium of foreign stock index;

�sf : variance of foreign stock index;

�e : mean of exchange rate;

�e : variance of exchange rate;

cMf : the converted foreign money market account;

cSf : the converted price of foreign stock index;
�f : risk premium of cSf ;
cBf : the converted price of the foreign discount bond;
&f : risk premium of cBf ;
L : predictive variable;
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� : unknown scalar;

� : predictive coe¢ cients.

8 APPENDIX

The investor�s prior distribution over the initial value of � is assumed to be Gaussian, and � is

assumed to follow equation (8). Because de(t)=e(t) and dp(t) are following a joint Brownian

motion; and all the parameters in equation (4), (8), and (9) are linear functions of the

unobservable state variable �, the distribution function of � at time t, Ft(x) = P (� � xjzIt ),

is Gaussian given the investor�s information structure at time t, zIt , which is generated by

the joint processes I(t) = (e(t); P (t)). Let bt � E(�jzIt ); then b will be the optimal estimate

of � from I(t). The knowledge of the variance vt � E((� � bt)(� � bt)>jzIt ), which is an

n�n matrix, gives us a measure of �ltering error and the investor�s level of uncertainty. We

call the process for I(t) = (e(t); P (t)) the investor�s signal used to form expectations of �.

Let Z1 = (Z1(t);zt) and Z2 = (Z2(t);zt) be two mutually independent Wiener processes,

where Z1(t) =
�
Z�1(t); Z�2(t)

�
and Z2(t) =

�
Zrd(t); Zrf (t); Ze(t)

�
. We write the processes for

signals as

dI = (I0(I:t) + I1(I; t)�)dt+

2X
i=1

Ci(I; t)dZi;

where I0(I; t) is an (2 + 1)� 1 vector with � in the �rst row and A0 in the remaining rows,

and I1(I; t) and C1(I; t) and C2(I; t) and matrices of dimension ((2+1)�2) and ((2+1)�2)

and (3� 3), with L� L and A1 forming the rows of the �rst and zero matrix of the second
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